
Maximise Your Turnaround

Faster, parallel PreSTM based on the iMage 
framework can now charge through 10,000km 
in 8 hours on 32 cores, this can be scaled 
linearly to hundreds of cores.

Get fast access to the latest technology by 
being able to toggle between the long term 
stable version and the monthly beta release. 

Full parallel processing on Windows.

Adaptive subtraction 260 times faster. As the 
HDF5 data format offers random access to 
large scale files, data can be read in any order 
at high speed. SRME is easy to test, fast to run 
and can be scaled in parallel.

SeisCat:
The first glimpse into what’s to come in the next generation 
of GUI. SeisCat automatically identifies seismic files 
located on your system and creates a cleverly displayed 
file based view of your seismic processing world.

Explore Claritas Lite:
Claritas Lite offers you access to the full GLOBE Claritas 
tool suite, without the price tag. With a trace count limit 
of 125,000 traces, Claritas Lite allows you to use the full 
tool suite complete with applications such as CVA and SV 
so that you can QC in the field, QC process on the fly and 
even do some light weight projects without the full product 
price tag. Perfect for engineering scale projects and 
QC requirements.
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Claritas V6.1 includes the following major new 
features:
It is now easy to have two Claritas versions available (usually 
“production & development”) for Linux installations, and easily 
switch between the two.

SeisCat is a new tool for selection and manipulation of seismic 
data files.

We have made various improvements and speed-ups to the 
Claritas HDF5 internal format.

A new 2D pre-stack time migration (IMAGE_K2T) has been added.

A 3.5 x speed-up for the 3D pre-stack time migration (IMAGE_K3T)

Parallel components of Claritas (via MPICH) can now be run under 
Windows/Cygwin.

Speedup of the WANGSUBT adaptive subtraction by around 260x.

The geometry tool can now create SPS files.

A new product, Claritas Lite, which has no MPI or JCS capability, 
and a trace limit of 125,000 traces, is now available.

Floating Claritas licenses are now available.

Version switching
Available for Linux installs only.

There is a new “Version Selector” button on the “Admin” tab on 
the launcher.

By default, users can choose to run “Production” or 
“Development” versions.

The launcher will be re-started, using the newly-selected version.

All application top-level window titles now include the current 
version ID.

The user’s version selection is saved in a ~/.claritas/preferences file.

Batch Jobs will attempt to run under the same Claritas version that 
they were submitted under. If the correct version is available, it will 
be used; otherwise the job exits with a suitable error message.

You can direct the window titles NOT to include the version ID by 
setting the showVersion Xresource to “No”. 

New migration module - IMAGE_K2T
A new 2D pre-stack time migration (IMAGE_K2T) has been added 
in V6.1. It is a new member of our Image suite of modules. The new 
module has been optimised to deliver fast and efficient 2D PreSTM 
results, and incorporates anti-alias filtering, stretch muting, and 
the ability to use wiggly-line land geometries.

Floating licenses
As we continue to expand our use of the Reprise License 
Management (RLM) software’s capabilities, we have implemented 
the option for users to check out licenses from the Claritas license 
server onto a field laptop/workstation for a set period. This 
removes the need for clients to have licenses permanently tied 
to laptops.

Changes to existing process modules
The READSEGD process module has been improved so that it can 
bypass corrupted parts of a SEG-D file stored on disc. 

The READSEGD process module has been changed so it can read 
SEG-D files in which the sample-rate for the first channel set was 
different from the base sample-rate.

The WANGSUBT process module has been sped up by a factor of 
41x in the un-gated mode, and by 260x in gated mode. 

The RESAMPLE process module has had the anti-alias 
filters improved. 

The SEISREAD process module now sets the DUPLICATES 
trace header to the index of the duplication, instead of the 
duplication count. 

The WANGSUBT process module and MONKSUBT process module 
have been modified to work within REPEAT loops.

Changes to the XVIEW module
When digitising horizons with XVIEW, the user is no longer asked 
to specify the maximum number of horizons, or picks per horizon. 
Instead, the internal buffers are automatically resized when 
necessary. Smoothing or filling horizons now works properly over 
inline boundaries.

The trace header display now works correctly with 64-bit 
integer headers.

SV - seismic viewer
Mute picking has been greatly improved in sv., and the mute 
display now also works nicely on 3D shot records.

The maximum number of ensembles that can be viewed in one sv 
display has been increased from 4 to 10.

GEOMETRY - 2D/3D seismic geometry setup tool
The geometry tool display has been sped up by eliminating 
some unnecessary redraws. When binning CDPs, there is a new 
parameter which lets the user specify whether CDP elevations are 
to be calculated.

The geometry application can now be used to create a list of 
seismic files to read (as a *.sfl file for the READSEGD, DISCREAD or 
SEISREAD modules).

The geometry tool can now create SPS files.

When creating automatic hitpoints, a warning is now printed if 
the hitpoints are calculated from the peg information; calculating 
hitpoints from the trace midpoint distribution gives better hitpoint 
control in the crossline direction.
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